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Summary

Many real-life applications consider nominal categorical predictor variables that have a hierarchical
structure, e.g. economic activity data in Official Statistics. In this paper, we focus on linear regression
models built in the presence of this type of nominal categorical predictor variables, and study the
consolidation of their categories to have a better tradeoff between interpretability and fit of the model
to the data. We propose the so-called Tree based Linear Regression (TLR) model that optimizes both
the accuracy of the reduced linear regression model and its complexity, measured as a cost function
of the level of granularity of the representation of the hierarchical categorical variables. We show
that finding non-dominated outcomes for this problem boils down to solving Mixed Integer Convex
Quadratic Problems with Linear Constraints, and small to medium size instances can be tackled using
off-the-shelf solvers. We illustrate our approach in two real-world datasets, as well as a synthetic one,
where our methodology finds a much less complex model with a very mild worsening of the accuracy.
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State-of-the-art

Categorical variables are increasingly present in a number of real-world applications. For example, in
the healthcare field, data may contain high-cardinality categorical variables describing diagnoses and
prescriptions [22]. They may also appear in social and economic studies [31] or in Natural Language
Processing [30], to name a few. Interpreting and visualizing information extracted from complex data
is at the core of Data Science [4, 11, 24, 29, 35], and this is also the case for categorical variables
where the information may be disaggregated across many categories. Mathematical Optimization
is an important tool to build, in an efficient manner, data analysis models that can achieve a high
accuracy [9, 16, 18], while being able to incorporate desirable properties, such as being parsimonious
[2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 27], or tackling multiple objectives, such as the bias-variance tradeoff [21].
In the linear regression setting, to enhance the interpretability of the model and reduce the risk of
overfitting in the presence of high-cardinality categorical variables, some works have fused categories,
i.e., they are forced to share the same estimated coefficient, see [10, 33] and references therein.
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Contribution to the literature

In this paper, we are interested in the fusion of categories for a special case, those variables that
have a hierarchical structure in their categories. This kind of variable appears in different fields of
research, such as nested spatial data in Spatial Statistics [19], as for example the European Union with
the NUTS classification (nomenclature of territorial units for statistics), where the small regions for
specific diagnoses are consolidated at basic regions for the application of regional policies and these, in
turn, are consolidated at major socio-economic regions. They also appear in behavioral data in Retail
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Figure 1: Tree representation of the variable geography in the cancer-reg dataset
Business Analytics [20], since each retailer chain maintains a product hierarchy, which is necessary to
conduct business processes such as store replenishment. Economic activity data in Official Statistics
[17, 23] is another example of hierarchical categorical variable, where the interdependency of activities
forms a hierarchy. Thus, in this paper, we study the mathematical optimization problem that trades
off, in linear regression models, accuracy and model complexity, while exploiting the structure of the
nominal hierarchical categorical variables.
The categories of hierarchical categorical variables can be arranged as a directed tree, i.e., a directed
graph with a root node and a unique path from each node to the root. As an example, consider the realworld dataset cancer-reg [32] used in the numerical section, with individuals from the United States
of America (U.S.), where variable geography is a categorical variable with a hierarchical structure. See
Figure 1 for the tree associated with its categories. The leaf nodes correspond to the states, going
upstream we find the subregions and then the regions, which, in turn, are directly connected with the
root node. The question arises as to whether the highest level of granularity (states) is necessary to
build the linear regression model, or whether we can merge categories at the bottom of the tree into
a broader category upstream in the tree.
Reducing the granularity of the representation of hierarchical categorical variables has several advantages. First, it is a step towards enhancing the interpretability of the linear regression model, where
fewer coefficients need to be estimated and interpreted [14, 10]. Second, if the samples of individuals
associated with categories are homogeneous enough, a very granular representation would yield an
overparametrized model. Instead, we could merge these categories into a broader one upstream the
tree, thus having more observations to estimate fewer coefficients. The homogeneity together with
the increase in sample size ensure lower errors in the estimation of the coefficients of the broader
categories [25]. Third, and again if the samples of individuals associated with categories are homogeneous enough, a very granular representation will yield higher data gathering costs [13, 34], if, for
instance, the surveying costs are asymmetric. Indeed, we would need to ensure a large enough sample
for each category in the representation, even though the cost of surveying may be high for some of
these categories. By merging homogeneous categories into a broader one upstream the tree, we can
sample from a larger subpopulation lowering these data gathering costs. Fourth, our methodology
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can identify where j is an irrelevant predictor [5, 8, 15] by consolidating individuals at the root node
r(Tj ). Finally, the consolidation of information is important when having data privacy considerations,
[26, 28], since it is well-known that more detailed information is linked to confidentiality concerns [1].
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